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Abstract
The modern workplace is a fluid world that must react to quickly changing business, social, and
technological climates. The most successful companies figure out ways to remain flexible by
sharing resources and flexible workspace either with other companies or within the departments
of their own organizations. While many small companies look to business incubators for
such support, and large companies possess the infrastructure to create their own flexible
work environments, their are companies in between that do not normally have access to such
support systems. This project looks to create a “workplace ecosystem” that brings together such
diverse company types and perspectives in one office location that provides them with a flexible
architectural system to share costs, ideas, and workspaces for the benefit and success of the
whole business community.
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INTRODUCTION

I. Background
Workplace innovation and architecture’s ability
foster such innovation through the creation of
shared and flexible workplace environments is the
topic to be explored by this design thesis. The
ability of a workforce to think innovatively is an
essential skill for all companies producing work in
competitive marketplaces. When employees think
innovatively, they produce new ideas, which lead
to new opportunities for the parent company. This
innovation is crucial for producing growth patterns
within a company . Not only that, but innovation is
an important aspect of businesses that are simply
trying to maintain size and customer base. When
it comes to the market, companies often need
to innovate just to stay on par with competitors.
Finally, the perception alone of being innovative
makes it easier for companies to attract young
talent .
So what does it mean for a company to be
innovative? Innovation itself can be define as
the act of introducing something new such as a
6

method, product, or service. When companies
are able to develop and sell a new method,
product, or service, it often means the company
is poised for new success. So companies need to
be innovative in order to be successful.
Some of the most innovative and therefore
successful companies types can be found at
opposite ends of the business spectrum. There are
the large technology companies of Silicon Valley,
California, such as Google, Apple, and Facebook
on one end of the spectrum. These world famous
companies will soon be moving their respective
operations to brand new office campuses. The
ideas at the heart of these new massive campuses
are shared,fluid, and flexible space, for the sake of
a connected and collaborative workforce.
Then, if one were to look at the opposite end of
the business spectrum, at innovative start-up
companies, from which companies like Google,
Facebook, and Apple all evolved, you would
find that many of these companies have the
opportunity to share fluid and flexible office space

as well within business incubators. The ability to
work collaboratively with the diverse perspectives
other companies or departments within a flexible
work environment allows companies of both small
and large size the ability to operate and innovative
successful . But what about the companies that
are too large to participate within traditional
business incubator models and too small to own
their own office campuses design for flexibility and
collaboration
II. Research Questions
I studied how innovation occurs in the modern
workplace and the role architecture may play,
because I wanted to find out if an architectural
medium can bring diverse user groups together
and foster serendipitous collaboration and the
cross-fertilization of ideas, with the purpose of
increasing innovation in the workplace. More
specifically, I wanted to know whether or not
an architectural workplace protoype could offer
companies that are too large to work within
traditional business incubators and too small

to afford their own office campuses, the same
opportunities to share flexible space, grow, and
support one another?
III. Significance of the Questions
The research question is significant one because
if there was a way to facilitate the innovation and
growth of companies from small start-ups all the
way through the large corporations via flexible
workplace architecture, while simultaneously
accommodating small, medium, and large-sized
companies in one hybrid office type, not only
would small companies have the ability to grow
at an accelerated rate, but medium and largesized companies would have the ability to stay
innovative and continue growing. The ability to
produce innovative new ideas is one of the most
important factors in the growth of a company .
When companies grow, then new jobs are created.
With unemployment numbers still near an all-time
high in the United States , the significance of the
problem in question is only further substantiated.

V. Possible Outcomes of the Research
The end goal of this design thesis is to develop
an understanding of what architectural elements
and relationships between those elements have
the strongest effect on workplace innovation and
creating a workplace ecosystem, in order to design
am architectural prototype that manipulates these
elements and relationships in different systematic
ways while producing the same overall outcome workplace architecture that fosterers high levels of
shared resources and informal collaboration. This
workplace prototype will be intended for use by
architects throughout the discipline as a framework
or set of guidelines for designing innovative
workplace architecture at any site or location in the
future. As the research project being conducted
is a design thesis, once developed, I myself will
apply this architectural prototype to a specific
site in the city of Omaha, Nebraska and expand
it into a detailed architectural design proposal
that responds to the unique characteristics of the
surrounding urban context.

Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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THESIS QUESTION
Can an architectural workplace prototype offer companies that are too
large to work within traditional business incubators and too small to afford
their own office campuses, the same opportunities to share flexible space,
grow, and support one another?

ECOSYSTEM
1. a system formed by the interaction of a community of organisms with
their environment.
2. any system of interconnecting and interacting parts, as in a business

8

CLAIM
A “workplace ecosystem” can be formed by an architectural prototype that
brings together diverse company types and perspectives in one
office location and provides them with a flexible system to share
work spaces, costs, ideas, and experiences for the benefit and success of
the whole business community.

.....Creating a

WORKPLACE
ECOSYSTEM
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RESEARCH
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I. HISTORIC
PERSPECTIVE
Office life has been apart of the American
culture and lifestyle since the late 1800’s when
technology such as the telegraph and telephone
made it possible to separate management from
their workers on the factory floor. The invention
of the light bulb, calculating machines, and type
writer during this same period also played a part
in shaping early offices. Since their inception in
the late 1800’s, numerous other technological
innovations as well as social movements have
altered the form of the workplace. Passenger
elevators and steel construction in the early 1900’s
allowed offices to grow up towards the sky. All
throughout the 20th century movements such as
Taylorism, European Modernism, Burolandschaft

(Office Landscape) changed the way hierarchy
affected office layouts, and the proliferation of
air-conditioning and florescent lighting enlarged
office floor plates, while the cubicles of the Action
Office movement simultaneously attempted to
break down these larger floor plates. In the mid
50’s, populations began shifting to the suburbs
and employers soon followed. By the 80’s and
90’s suburban office parks became a segment of
the norm. As technology has begun to advance
at an ever increasing rate through the 1980’s
90’s and into the twenty-first century, workforces
have changed and so has the image of the ideal
workplace.

Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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1884: Home Insurance Building,
Chicago, Architect William Le
Baron Jenney

1890-91: Wainwright Building,
St. Louis,
ArchitectLouis Sullivan

1931: Empire State Building, New
York, Architect Shreve, Lamb and
Harmon

1902 Flatiron Building, New York,
Architects Daniel Burnham and
Frederick Dinkelberg

1952: The Lever House,
Manhattan, New York City,
Architect SOM

1961: Chase Manhattan Bank
Manhattan, New York City,
Architect SOM

1970-73: Centraal Beheer,
Apeldoorn, Architect Herman
Hertzberger

1985: Gruner & Jahr, Hamburg,
Architect Steidle and Kiessler

2009: Macquarie Bank, Sydney,
Clive Wilkinson Architects

2015: Tower at PNC Plaza,
Pittsburgh, Gensler

1996-2000: Citibank
Headquarters, Canary WharfLondon, Foster and Partners
typical floor
1879: Thomas Edison
patents first commercially
practical incandescent
light
1876: Alexander Gram Bell
Invents the Telephone

1888-89:The New York Times
Building, New York, Architect
George B. Post

1903-05: Larkin Administration
Building, Buffalo, New York,
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright

1851: first commercially
successful calculating
machine, was manufactured
in 1851; it was the first
mechanical calculator strong
enough and reliable enough
to be used daily in an office
environment

1954-1958: Seagram Building,
New York, Mies van der Rohe
1936: Ministry for National
Education and Health, Rio de
Janiero, Architect Le Corbusier

early ‘high-rise’ office example
-rooms into corridor
-stacked plan
-profit driven logic
1893: Monadnock Building,
Chicago, Architects Burnham &
Root and Holabird & Roche

-create a building that can
breathe
-automated windows will allow
natural ventilation more than
40% of working hours
-Solar Chimney at core to create
“controlled” stack effect to draw
out hot air
-could exceed LEED Platinum
-Stacked”Sky Gardens”

50’s Corporate America
-first project to offer modernist
image of efficiency and
standardization to a corporate

EUROPEAN MODERNISM
-stacked concrete trays
-continuous ribbon windows for light
although allow no views to
occupants

-worker’s village = occupants feel
part of work community without
being lost in crowd
-deep spatial matrix of concrete
and blockwork arranged on a
tartan grid
-example of hierarchical nature of -Platforms separated by light wells
American business (administrative enable light to filter down into the
and clerical staff still worked
center of the plan
in open pools, managers in
-small groups of 8-10 people who
partitioned offices and executives were encouraged to personalise
in the luxury of the sixtieth floor)
and decorate their space
(empowered and increased status
of worker)
-didn’t providing large
1963: Osram Offices, Munich,
representative public spaces
Architect Walter Henn
-easy to get lost in labyrinthine

EUROPEAN MODERNISM
-glass curtain walls expressed the
literal/organizational transparency
of modern democratic state
1937-39: Johnson-Wax
Administration Building, Racine,
Architect Frank Lloyd Wright

1990-2001: Nike World Campus,
Beaverton, Oregon

-combination of cellular offices and
cubicles
-hierarchy between employees and
higher-ups
-centrail atrium breaks up large
floorplate

Continental European offices;
narrow buildings of cellular offices
arranged along a central corridor.

1988: Stockholm SAS Building,
Architecture Niels Torp

1974-76: Sears Tower, Chicago,
Architect SOM

STUDY: Innovation Center,
Prototype, Designer: Steelcase
-designed to aid company’s new
collaborative stye - Activity-Based
Working (ABW)
-10 story atrium animated with
26 meeting pods, which highlight
collaboration while still allowing
open site lines across the space.
-Staircases in atrium form
“Meeting Tree”
-Communal spaces and services -typology focusing on individual
and collaborative work
on first level
developed
-Office Neighborhoods modeled
-Tech Hub
-Guest
after classic collaborative
-Strategy Rooms Interaction
environments
-Mobile
-Front Porch
-LEED
Neighborhoods -Cafe
-Explore Shop
-Labs
-Prototype Studio

-became NY landmark in 1999
-still used as classrooms and
offices

2010: Ropemaker Place, London,
2015: New Facebook
Clive Wilkinson Architects
Headquarters, Menlo Park, CA
Architect Frank Gehry

-large, ever-expanding, suburban
office campus

2016: New Apple Headquarters,
Cupertino, CA, Architect Sr.
Norman Foster

-steel frame with curtain wall
-bronze exterior columns
-Corporate Modernism
-Functional aesthetic
TAYLORIST OPEN PLAN
-1st purpose-designed
environment for a specific
organization
- all service spaces pulled to
corners = large open space at
-cellular offices into corridor
center
-tallest commercial iron frame
-limited views out for introverted
building with load-bearing masonry
sense of company
exterior wall ever constructed

1870’s

1880’s

1890’s

First Offices

1900’s

Efficiency
-great space supported by
mushroom columns
-Taylorism- orders processed on
main floor, managers overlooked
from mezzanine. Company Execs
on roof in own offices

1910’s

1920’s

1930’s

-Office Landscape Floor plan
-eliminate office hierarchy
-organic circulation and
arrangement of furniture

1940’s

Building Up / Efficiency

load-bearing constructoin, cellular offices, corridors

*invention of telegraph and telephone meant offices could be situation away from home and office
and administrators could still control business operations.
The inventions of electric lighting, the typewriter, and calculating machines allowed for larger
amounts of information to be processed faster.

1950’s-60’s: With the widespread use of air-conditioning and
fluorescent lighting, these new hermetically sealed ‘glass box’
high-rise buildings could have highly efficient, deep and open floors.
Suspended ceilings contained lighting and air conditioning. No longer
was it important to be by skylights or windows for light and ventilation.
The office became fully autonomous from the outside environment.

1930’s: Streamlined Office:

American companies became
interested in more efficient offices
as well as buildings that could
express their corporate image.

1890’s -1900’s: Steel frame construction and the refinement of the
commercial elevator allowed for buildings to grow taller and taller
MID/HIGH RISE BUILDINGS
-rooms into corridor
-stacked plan
-profit driven logic
- defined Chicago and New York skylines by 1900’s

architects involved in the European modern movement admired the
modern and rationalist American examples but lacked the resources or
opportunity to carry out their ideas

// TELEPHONE // INCANDESCENT LIGHT
1876
1879

// STEEL FRAME CONSTRUCTION- PASSANGER ELEVATOR
1890’s- 1900’s

Workplace Futures_Thesis13_Justin Langenfeld_Mentor David Karle
// STOCK MARKET CRASH OF 1929
& BEGINNING OF “GREAT DEPRESSION”

OFFICE TYPOLOGY TIMELINE
Timeline documenting the history and changes of the office workplace
both in the United States and Europe.
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1970’s

1980’s

-designed to create a unified
2015: Googleplex, Mountain
community that could capitalize on View, CA, NBBJ
their knowledge sharing potential
-atrium created to avoid separation
created by stacked floor plates
-stairs in atrium planned to connect
different functions between floors

1990’s

2000’s

Cubicle Farms / Subarban Office Parks

cubicles add focused environment to open floor plan / corporations follow cheap rent to suburbs

2010’s

// FLIGHT TO SUBURBS BEGINS
late 1940’s - early 1950’s

workforce more mobile and collaborative than ever

1970’s-Present: The space efficiency and perceived communication benefits of the open plan have been kept in most American offices. Taylorism is still heavily influential
due to the ever-present need for efficiency. Many offices have a mixture of cellular offices for senior managers and open plan space for other workers.
1970’s-Present: Business Park began to flourish. Cheap rent and suburban locations played heavy factors in their rise in number. Larger sites allow developers and companies
to build shallower plan offices with more contact with the outside. The deep, artificially lit and air-conditioned, plan has been linked to ‘sick building syndrome’ and higher employee
absenteeism and dissatisfaction.

1967: What began as the development of a moveable wall product coined the “action office” system for use in office landscape settings as a means to provide partitions for the open plan strategy (Robert Propst for Herman
Miller), later developed into the “action office ll” or cubicle as an attempt to provide workers in this office style more privacy and the ability to focus. The it was intended to work with office landscape it would lead to its downfall and
to the rise of the efficiency driven “cubicle farm.”
1970’s-Present: Significantly higher rents in London than in other European cities and relatively few regulations regarding space standards in offices has
resulted in deeper and more open office plans
1950’s-70’s: OFFICE LANDSCAPE (Bürolandschaft): in Germany the Quickborner team of management
consultants developed the radical office layout idea - consisted of free and open plans of furniture scattered
in large, structurally undivided spaces with mechanically controlled environments - strategic use of
partitions and large plants created some degree of differentiation and privacy
Economic crisis of 1973 triggered by increases in energy costs, lead to rejection of OFFICE LANDSCAPE in Europe. Large air-conditioned and artificially lit floor
plates wasn’t sustainable. Countries such as Sweden, Germany and the Netherlands adopted regulations that governed space standards per employee and demanded
access to views, daylight and operable windows. Personal control of the environment was seen to be important factor in well being of the worker.
The result of well meaning but inflexible regulations = many office environments do not express the culture of organizations and result in monotonous cellular offices. This
model remains dominant today for Continental European offices; narrow buildings of cellular offices arranged along a central corridor.
// AIR CONDITIONING
// FLUORESCENT LIGHTING
// SUSPENDED CEILING
1950’s - 1960’s

// CUBICLE
1967

2020’s

Mobility/Collaboration

1950’s-70’s: STRUCTURALIST OFFICE: In 1950s, supremacy of the Modernist model of the functional
city criticized and certain designers looked to patterns and human associations of the traditional city and
archetypal forms of other cultures to propose alternative office configurations

Early 1920’s-30’s: EUROPEAN MODERNISM

OFFICE TYPOLOGY TIME LINE

1960’s

deaper floor plates, Office Landscape

Early 1900’s: TAYLORISM

-production line nature of offices in 1900’s
-clerical work lined up in rows in large rooms
-concept = split tasks into specific repetitive tasks
-open floor plans = easy supervision and more desks than cellular offices

1950’s

Expanding Floor Plates

steel construction and elevator allowed taller buildings, Taylorism emphasized efficiency and open floor plan

Late 1800’s: First industrial offices appeared in northern industrial cities of United States

-cellular offices with public streets
with cafes and relaxation areas.
-‘combi-office’ (Swedish practice
Tengbom) combines cellular offices
on exterior of building with common
space in center for employees

// ECONOMIC CRISIS OF 1973

INTERNET BECOMES PREVALENT
1995

// LAPTOPS
// MOBILE PHONES
????

// SMART PHONES
// TABLETS
????

USA

1868: The first typewriter to
be commercially successful
was invented by Americans
Christopher Latham Sholes,
Carlos Glidden and Samuel
W. Soule

executive floor
-often considered the world’s first
skyscraper

EUROPE

1870: The Equitable Life
Building completed in 1870
in New York City was the
first office building to have
passenger elevators

1922: Concrete Office Building,
Berlin, Architect Mies Van der Rohe

Mobility/Collaboration

workforce more mobile and collaborative than ever

2000s +

TECHNOLOGY

Cubicle Farms /
Suburban Office Parks

cubicles add focused environment to open floor plan
/ corporations follow cheap rent to suburbs

1970s-2000s

Expanding Floor Plates
deaper floor plates, Office Landscape

1950s-1960s

Building Up / Efficiency

steel construction and elevator allowed taller buildings,
Taylorism emphasized efficiency and open floor plan

1890s-1940s

First Offices

load-bearing construction, cellular offices/corridors

1870s-1890s

TIME (years)
PARADIGM SHIFTS
As technology improved from the late 19th century on, it created paradigm shifts in the way workplaces
looked and operated.

Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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TABLET
VID CONFERENCE COMPUTERS
WiFi
2010
mid 2000’s
2005

2003

2000’s

2008

SOCIAL MEDIA

GREAT RECESSION

2000’s

GAS PRICES > $2

1998

1975

LEED CREATED

1973

VIETNAM WAR ENDS

1990’s

1980’s

1970’s

SUBURBAN OFFICE PARKS

ECONOMIC CRISIS OF 1973

1980’s

EMAIL
1996

2010’s

CURTAIN WALLS
DEEP FLOOR PLATES
DATA CABLES = THICKER FLOORS
WiFi=THINNER FLOORS
SUBURBAN OFFICE PARKS_larger floor plates_fewer floors
CELLULAR OFFICES into CORRIDORS
OPEN PLAN_TAYLORISM
HIERARCHY in EMPLOYEE WORKSPACE ARRANGEMENT

OPEN PLAN_OFFICE LANDSCAPE
LESS EMPLOYEE HIERARCHY
OPEN PLAN_CUBICLE FARM
OPEN PLAN w/ COLLAB. AREAS

LESS S.F./EMPLOYEE
FLEXIBLE SPACE
“AMERICAN FEDERATION OF LABOR”

MASS PRODUCTION
THE “NEW DEAL”

INCREASING REGULATION

AGE OF MASS MARKETING
RISE OF PENSION FUNDS
CONCEPT OF FULL EMPLOYMENT
CORPORATE TAKEOVERS

DEREGULATION

“EQUAL PAY FOR EQUAL WORK”
OUTSOURCING

Workplace Futures_Thesis13_Justin Langenfeld_Mentor David Karle

RELATING TRENDS
Evolutions in architectural form, spatial function of offices and business practices from the time line of office development coincide with
technological innovations and cultural shifts of similar periods in the past century.
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INTERNET
1990’s

DECONSTRUCTIVISM

1959

1970’s

1956

1960’s

VIETNAM WAR STARTS

1950’s

POSTMODERNISM

WORKPLACE COMPUTER
1980’s-1990’s

CUBICLES
1967

INTERSTATE HIGHWAYS

1950’s

OFFICE LANDSCAPE

POST WWll

1945

END OF WW II

RISE OF SUBURBIA

1939

BEGINNING OF WW II

1950’s

1933

1940’s

THE “NEW DEAL”

1930’s

1929
1930

1920’s

STOCK MARKET CRASH
GREAT DEPRESSION

1910’s

1950’s

1900’s

MODERNISM

1890’s

1908

1919

1880’s

SUSPENDED CEILING
1950’s - 1960’s

JET ENGINE
1939

WWl ENDS

1870’s

“CLOUD”
COMPUTING
2000’s-2010’s

HD

MODEL T

1914

1876

CELLS SMART PHONES
1990s-2000s
2008

LOAD-BEARING CONSTRUCTION
URBAN HIGHRISES and SKYSCRAPERS

EVOLUTIONS

BUSINESS

SPATIAL FUNCTION

ARCH. FORM

CULTURAL
SHIFTS

1860’s

STEEL FRAME
CONSTRUCTION
1890’s- 1900’s

TELEPHONE

WINDOWS 95 LAPTOPS
1995
1990’s

FLUORESCENT LIGHTING

WWl STARTS

CALCULATING
MACHINE
1851

PASSENGER
ELEVATOR
1870

INCANDESCENT
1879

1900’s

TYPEWRITER
1868

TAYLORISM

TECHNOLOGICAL
INNOVATIONS

TECH INNOVATIONS
CULTURAL SHIFTS
CONNECTED

A/C

AIR CONDITIONING

INTERNET COMPANIES
INCREASINGLY MOBILE WORKFORCE

RISE IN INCOMES

Wainwright Building
1890-91: St. Louis, Louis Sullivan

Larkin Administration Building
1903-05: Buffalo, Frank Lloyd Wright

Johnson-Wax Administration Building
1937-39: Racine, Frank Lloyd Wright

MEZZANINE

ATRIA
VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

Chase Manhattan Bank
1963: Manhattan, SOM

ATRIA

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

EVOLUTIONS
FUNC.

FORM

E

V

U-SHAPE and ATRIUM for LIGHT

Evolution
of Office
Layout
Evolution
of
OfficeOFFICES
Layout
into CORRIDORS
FUNC. CELLULAR
BUS.

PROFIT DRIVEN LOGIC

O

L

U

OPEN CENTRAL SPACE, STAIRSEvolution
TO CORNERSof Office Layout
Evolution of Office Layout
TAYLORISM - Open Plan = Efficiency
HIERARCHY - Observation

T

I

O

ONE FLOOR + MEZZANINE LEVEL
TAYLORISM - Open Plan = Efficiency
HIERARCHY - Observation

N

HIGH RISE - CORES in CENTER
OPEN POOLS, PARTITIONED OFFICES
HIERARCHY of Spaces and Floor Number

S

PLAN

Original
Bürolandschaftearly 1960s
Taylorist early 1900s
Corporate America1950s
UNIQUE
QUALITIES
Original
Original
Bürolandschaftearly 1960s
early 1960s America1950s
Taylorist early 1900s
Corporate
Taylorist early 1900s
Corporate
Original
BürolandschaftBürolandschaft
early 1960s
Taylorist early 1900s
Corporate America
1950s America1950s
-STAIRS pulled to CORNERS to OPEN MIDDLE space
-Managers overlook from MEZZANINE
-One of the FIRST ‘SKYSCRAPERS”
-HIGHRISE with CENTRAL CORES
-LIGHT filters down to ALL LEVELS through ATRIUM
-LIGHT illuminates through SKYLIGHTS and CLEARSTORY
-ATRIUM and U-Shape Allowed for LIGHT at all
-CURTAIN WALL FACADE
-LIMITED VIEWS OUT for INTROVERTED SENSE of company
-No Views Out
-VIEWS ALL AROUND

HISTORIC CASE STUDIES: Part 1
The study of these historic workplace examples illustrates certain trends of the respective time periods and highlights important architectural elements that played a role in aiding in the
manifestation of these trends. At this point in history, offices went from cellular and single cored buildings to open plan and multi-cored buildings. C-shapes, and central atria where utilized
in order to allow for increased levels of natural light.
Action Office1968
Action Office1968

Action Office1968
Action Office1968
Cubicle Farm 1980s
Cells
Cubicle Farm 1980s
Cells

Cubicle Farm 1980s
Cubicle Farm 1980s
Casual
Casual

Cells

Cells

Casual

Casual

Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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Osram Offices
1963: Munich, Walter Henn

Centraal Beheer
1970-73: Apeldoorn, Netherlands

Gruner & Jahr Office Building
1985: Hamburg, Steidle and Kiessler

Citibank Headquarters
1996-00: London, Foster and Partners

ATRIA
VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

ATRIA

Evolution of Office Layout

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

COURTYARD

Evolution of Office Layout

Cells

Cubicle Farm 1980s Cubicle Farm 1980s

Action Office1968

Action Office1968

Cells

Cubicle Farm 1980s Cubicle Farm 1980s

Action Office1968

Action Office1968

Casual

Cells

Casual

Casual

Cells

Casual
EVOLUTIONS

T

I

Original

U

Taylorist early 1900s Taylorist early 1900s

Corporate America1950s
Corporate America1950s

Bürolandschaftearly Bürolandschaft
1960s
early 1960s
Bürolandschaftearly Bürolandschaft
1960s
early 1960s

Action Office1968
Cubicle Farm 1980s
Cells
Action Office1968
UNIQUE QUALITIES
Bürolandschaftearly 1960s
Original
Bürolandschaft
early Bürolandschaft
1960s
early
Taylorist
1900s Taylorist early 1900s - MODULAR
Corporate
America1950s
Corporate America1950s
-DEEP FLOOR PLATE w/
STAIRS early
IN MIDDLE
-NARROW
FLOOR PLATES
and1960s
COURTYARDS
ORGANIZATION
-CURTAIN WALL FACADE
-ALL EMPLOYEES have OFFICES w/ WINDOWS
-LIGHT FILTERS DOWN to ALL LEVELS through LIGHTWELLS
-ORGANIC CIRCULATION and ARRANGEMENT of FURNITURE
-EUROPEAN WORKPLACE REGULATIONS
-VIEWS ACROSS to OTHER GROUPS
Original
Bürolandschaftearly Bürolandschaft
1960s
early 1960s
Taylorist early 1900s Taylorist early 1900s
Corporate America1950s
Corporate America1950s

O

N

ATRIUM, STAIRS, in MIDDLE
CELLULAR OFFICES and CUBICLES
Bürolandschaft
early 1960s
TayloristWORKSPACE
early 1900s HIERARCHY

Original

Corporate America1950s
Corporate America1950s

Casual

Original

S

Corporate America1950s

Cubicle Farm 1980s

Evolution of Office
Evolution
Layout
of Office Layout

Cells

-DEEP FLOOR PLATE w/ central ATRIUM
-OFFICES/CUBICLES on outside of plan for VIEWS
-ATRIUM brings LIGHT to CENTER of PLAN

Evolution of Office
Evolution
Layout
of Office Layout

ca1950s

L

Taylorist early 1900s Taylorist early 1900s

PLANof Office Layout
Evolution of Office
Evolution
Layout

O

NARROW BUILDINGS w/ COURTYARDS
OFFICES w/ VIEWS, WINDOWS, VENTILATION
Corporate America
1950s
WELL BEING ofOriginal
EMPLOYEES

Original

V
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BUS.
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HISTORIC CASE STUDIES: Part 2
Open floor plans continued to be the norm, but as floor plate depths grew with technology, these large spaces began to be broken down into semi-private workspaces. First the “action
office” attempted to break down open plan offices without hierarchy, but eventually lead to the rise of the cubicle farm. In Europe, as the 20th century progressed, the well-being of
employees caused floor plate depths to shrink and access to light and natural ventilation from courtyards became standard.
Action Office1968

Casual
Action Office1968

Cubicle Farm 1980s Cubicle Farm 1980s

Cells

Cells

Casual

Casual

Action Office1968

Action Office1968

Cubicle Farm 1980s Cubicle Farm 1980s

Cells

Cells

Casual

Casual
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II. MODERN WORKPLACE
TRENDS
Gone are the days of the cellular offices, but so to
gone are the conceptions that the completely open
plan is best. Interoffice collaboration has become
the name of the game but so too has times of
isolated focus. When the workplace is discussed
by companies in the twenty-first century, the goal
everyone is trying to achieve is increased levels
of innovation. Technology has leveled the playing
field for companies of all shapes and sizes and the
key to staying ahead or even just competitive is the
creation of new, inventive ideas. Large companies
need to be innovative to maintain their place in
the market just as much as small startups need
to be innovative in order to grow and succeed.
Diverse ranges of companies in the world have
different products, services, and markets, but in
the end they all most have the same goals - to
innovate better and faster than their competition.
Companies can look to alter all different facets
of their business in order to enhance their levels
of innovation, but when it comes down to it, the
real estate within which they work offers the most
promising return on investment.

Design companies like Genlser and Steelcase
offer many perspectives on what it is that the
modern workplace calls for. The strategies
proposed by both of these companies for creating
the most beneficial workplace environment
revolve around creating environmental options
and thus allowing office employees a choice
of the types of spaces they work within. At the
center of these options is a level of flexibility
designed into the office architecture. If choice
is what drives productive employees, then the
design of the modern workplace must be able to
accommodate the changing moods of its users.
And if a space is created to be inherently flexible
and accommodating for the potential moods of
any one company, then it is likely to have the
ability to accommodate numerous companies of
similar type. This allows a workplace the ability to
host a diverse set of companies which in turn may
develop into a symbiotic community of companies
working together for the betterment of all. We will
call such a collaborative environment a workplace
ecosystem.

Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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Gensler’s 2013 U.S. Workplace Survey continues this thread
by taking the pulse of the American workplace as it relates to
employee effectiveness, business performance, and opportunities
to create a culture of innovation. Parallel questions allow for
direct comparison with data collected through Gensler’s 2008
survey. This puts our findings in the context of fundamental work
and life shifts over that time period and points to solutions to
realign today’s workplace with today’s world.
GENSLER WORKPLACE SURVEYS

Every few years, the design firm, Gensler, releases what they call a “workplace survey.” These surveys record what Gensler
finds to be the overall trends in the workplace design industry. They comment on issues such as the perceived affect of the
workplace on the employees ability work, the overall affect the workplace environment can have on a company’s bottom
line, as well the basic types of work modes used by office workers on a daily basis and the types of spaces needed to
accommodate those work modes. The work modes identified in the 2008 workplace survey speak to the need for diverse
and flexible workplaces that have the ability to adjust to different needs of companies and their employees.
22squared, Atlanta, GA

SLER’S
PLACE
EARCH

2005

2006

2008

2012

2013

U.K. Workplace Survey

U.S. Workplace Survey

U.S. + U.K.
Workplace Surveys

What we’ve learned about
focus in the workplace.

U.S. Workplace Survey

KEY FINDINGS:

KEY FINDINGS:

KEY FINDINGS:

KEY FINDINGS:

KEY FINDINGS:

+

Four work modes—focus,
collaborate,
learn,
and socialize—
4 WORK
MODES
emerge as the framework through
which to understand time at the
FOCUS at top-performing
office. Employees
companies value work modes more
COLLABORATION
highly and have spaces that more
effectively
support each one.
LEARN

Analysis of Gensler’s Workplace
Performance Index (WPI) database
uncovers that the effectiveness
PERFORMING
companies
of space for focus is a key driver
of the effectiveness of other work
modes and workplace performance
as a whole.

Employees see a clear link
between the physical work
environment and personal
productivity. They also report
the work environment as very
important to job satisfaction.

PERSONAL
PRODUC
TIVITY
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WORK
ENVIRONMENT

The link is confirmed between
the physical work environment
and productivity in the minds
WORK of workers. Management-level
PLACE respondents note workplace
has a positive
effect on the
EFFECT
bottom line and company
competitiveness.

BOTTOM LINE

...and company competitiveness

SOCIALIZE

TOP

...have spaces
that effectively
support each

key

Focus, balance, and choice
in the workplace emerge as
drivers
of work:
key drivers
of satisfaction,
performance, and innovation.

satisfaction,
perfomance
innovation

HOW to DESIGN
for INNOVATION
STEELCASE INNOVATION
The office furniture company Steelcase, also creates many
published materials on the may it feels the office space of
the present and future should look and operate. They too
share the desire to make work spaces as innovative as
possible. The ability to make spaces flexible, collaborative,
and social mirror many of requirements outlined by Gensler
for an effective workplace environment. The message from
these two companies starts to become very clear. Work
is about the allowing and supporting the many different
possible behaviors of the worker. Not only that, but a well
designed workplace should allow for the social interaction
and collaboration of workers to happen as regularly as
possible, if not to encourage it to happen every day.

MAKE SPACE FLEXIBLE
reconfigurable to support spontaneity, different work
modes, different teams, and new information and tools
MAKE SPACE INSPIRING
provide natural lighting, views, and purposeful color and
material selection
MAKE THE SPACE COLLABORATIVE
Individual insights and memory need to become group
learning and memory
MAKE SPACE A HARD-WORKING TOOL
every space and surface is an opportunity for design to
provide utility and inspiration
MAKE THE SPACE SOCIAL
open and relaxed conversations are often the ones that
lead to new and innovative ideas
Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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Maqcuire Bank urban
2009: Sydney, Clive Wilkinson

Ropemaker Place urban
2010: London, Clive Wilkinson

Innovation Center suburban
STUDY: Prototype, Steelcase

The Tower at PNC Plaza urban
2015: Pittsburgh, Gensler

PODS
ATRIA

ATRIA

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

ATRIA
PLAN

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

Research and Synthesis

An Innovation Center Typology

Steelcase researchers studied the process
and the role space plays in innovation that led to
the development of design criteria.

As a result a new typology focusing on individual
and collaborative work was developed which clearly
communicated the expected behaviors.
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how can the collaborative activities and
team cohesion of
globally distributed
product development
teams be supported?

Front
Porch

Project
Studios

es

tio

n

ty

po

lo

gi

Lab
I

WE

Strategy
Room
Enclaves

Neighborhood
Cafe

Innovation
Theater

Lab

Technical
Professional
Hub

OWNED

Work/Socialize
Could the space create an atmosphere that is both
highly productive and active in the pursuit of innovation while fostering social interactions that help
develop trust?

l

prototype
1

model spaces test
how environment
and technology
concepts interplay
with day-to-day
interactions

The team identified a number of tensions and complexities the space needed to address. They asked
themselves a series of strategic questions that would
steer their design direction:

Open/Secure
How could the new space support the need for
transparency while balancing the need to incubate
very fragile ideas in their infancy?

how does
steelcase
innovate?

2

prototype
2

Mobile
Neighborhood

SHARED

Design Criteria

2

1

internal research/
programming

Evolution of Office Layout

VERTICAL
CIRCULATION

how can
we make
ourselves
better
through
space?

benchmarking
space modelling
interviews
observation
visual narratives
journey maps

es
defining
work group

3

20%

My home /Our home
How can space enable a shift from thinking about
“home bases” assigned to individuals to the idea of
“homes for projects”?

Mobile
Neighborhood

Enclaves

Team work/My work
What’s the best way to bring people together and
help them connect, and balance that with the needs
of individuals to contemplate and concentrate on
their focused work? How can the space support
individuals to transition easily between team and
private zones?

Exploration
Shop

Project
Studios

40%

project
zones

21%

Lab

2%

Front
Porch

Guest Interaction Rooms
Separate, closed rooms, right outside the innovation center, allow teams to host external partners,
customers and designers and engage them in the innovation process. This allows ideas to incubate inside
the innovation center, and then be shared externally
when appropriate. These spaces can be adapted to
support a range of experiences. These rooms also
have videoconferencing capabilities to support virtual presence of remote teammates.

Strategy Rooms
The design and marketing teams each have a strategy room that functions a lot like a clubhouse or den.
It’s an intimate, shared place to meet and keep information that’s particular to each discipline. These
rooms are well equipped for whiteboarding, information displays and videoconferencing.

Front Porch
Just outside the project studios , front porches serve
as touchdown spots where small groups or individuals can step away for focused work, while still being
visually accessible to the team. A technology screen
integrated in each front porch provides constantlystreaming data about the project, so anyone can get
acclimated quickly before entering the studio.

Mobile Neighborhoods & Enclaves
Open-plan neighborhoods and 16 enclosed enclaves,
all conveniently adjacent to project studios, provide
individual or small group spaces for workers away
from the activity of the project studios. Each enclave
is equipped for collaboration via videoconferencing,
online chats and digital file sharing. The behavioral
prototype proved that enclaves without these tools
simply don’t get used.
Exploration Shop & Prototype Studio
Because rapid iteration of ideas is fundamental to
innovation, product prototyping areas are directly
adjacent to the product studios and visible through
glass walls. This is where early concepts can be
quickly roughed out from scratch. In the adjacent
prototyping studio, ideas are turned into models.
Transparency and proximity help teams develop trust
and early alignment.

Neighborhood Café
Socialization and respite are the priorities of this large
communal zone for refreshment and informal engagement. Whether coming here to chat with a coworker
or relax and think, this place recognizes the human
side of work, including the importance of building the
social trust that’s the currency of successful collaboration. Workers can enjoy the seasons, either in front
of the fireplace or on the adjacent outdoor patio in the
summer. Distributed teammates can join the conversation with telepresence at the media bar.
Labs
While project studio ownership rotates after a project ends, three specialized areas within the space
are permanently assigned to teams who serve as
consultants to the project teams, but typically aren’t
assigned to one. A variety of furniture applications
within each area supports a range of work processes and postures.

Human /Technology
How can the environment leverage technology to
augment and enhance human interactions?

communal
ressources

links

Prototype
Studios

See me/Hear me
How can we create a positive experience for both
physical and virtual presence in the space? Can
we allow people to see and be seen, hear and be
heard regardless of where they are working? Can
we provide contextual awareness for remote participants and equal access to technology controls?

a new approach for thinking
about innovation spaces

neighborhoods

Content/Objects
Does the space help concepts and ideas become
visible and tangible to others? How can it also support three-dimensional prototypes and artifacts?

Technical Professional Hub
Benching workstations provide a shared home for
engineers, many of whom are assigned to multiple project teams. Having a setting where it’s easy
to exchange technical information and knowledge
with others in the same profession allow workers
to drill deep into each other’s expertise, increasing
the likelihood that specialized insights get applied
broadly across multiple projects in different product categories.

Guest
Interaction
Rooms

Resource
Center

Guest
Interaction
Room

17%
labs
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Action Office
1968Casual
arm 1980s
Cells
UNIQUE
QUALITIES

Action Office1968
Cubicle Farm 1980s
Casual

-26 MEETING PODS
-SITE LINES across ATRIUM
-COLLABORATIVE NEIGHBORHOODS

Cells

Cubicle Farm 1980s

-CAPITALIZE on KNOWLEDGE SHARING POTENTIAL
-STAIRS DIRECTLY CONNECT FUNCTIONS BETWEEN
FLOORS

Casual

Cells

Tech Hub, Strategy Rooms, Mobile Neighborhoods, Explore
Shop, Prototype Studio, Guest Interaction Rooms, Front
Porch, Cafe, Labs

Casual
-AUTOMATED WINDOWS = %40 NATURAL VENTILATION
-SOLAR CHIMNEY = DRAW OUT HOT AIR
-STACKED “SKY GARDENS”

CONTEMPORARY CASE STUDIES: Part 1
Studying contemporary case studies of the modern workplace, certain patterns were discovered. The first being the importance of shared and centrailized gathering space. In the majority
of these examples this happens in the form of some sort of atrium space. Within these atrium spaces not only is a means of vertical circulation through the respective buildings available,
but so too are places for informal and formal meeting. The atrium is the heart of the collaborative ecosystem within each of these examples. Every office workspaces has direct visual and
physical access too them, and it is here that social friction can occur amoungst employees of different departments or businesses as the ciruclate about the building.
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APPLE
2015: New Facebook Headquarters,
Menlo Park, CA , Frank Gehry

2015: Googleplex,
Mountain View, CA, NBBJ

2016: New Apple Headquarters,
Cupertino, CA, Norman Foster

EVOLUTIONS

FORM
FUNC.
BUS.

E

1-STORY DEEP PLAN
OFFICE LANDSCAPE- Open Plan
ONE CONNECTED WORKPLACE

V

ONE LONG FLOOR=
CONNECTED

O

L

4-STORY OFFICE PARK CAMPUS
Everyone is no more than 2.5 minutes away
CONNECTED CAMPUS/EMPLOYEES

U

T

CLOSE PROXIMITY CAMPUS=
CONNECTED

I

MID-RISE CIRCULAR FORM
ONE CONNECTED
CIRCULATION PATH

O

N

S

CONTINUOUS CIRCULATION=
CONNECTED

CONTEMPORARY CASE STUDIES: Part 2
This set of contemporary case studies was deliberately selected based on company type and recognition power. These three powerful technology-based companies are some of the
most influential and fast growing in the world. Their innovative business strategies and quick growth patterns have caused all three to begin planning for the construction of new office
campuses in the Silicon Valley. All three of these companies have designed their new campuses with one thing in common - a desire to keep their employees as connected to one another
as possible.
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SPATIAL ORGANIZATION TABLE - from Detail Magazine
This chart, reproduced from Detail Magazine, is helpful for a company or architect attempting to decide what office type is appropriate for the project being proposed.
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QUANTITATIVE PARAMETERS TABLE - from Detail Magazine
This chart, reproduced from Detail Magazine, can be used to design an office space by the numbers once it has been selected from the previous table.
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55’
45’

CELLULAR
OFFICE

40-50 ft

OPEN PLAN
OFFICE

65-130 ft

GROUP
OFFICE

40-80 ft

COMBINATION
OFFICE
BUSINESS
CLUB
REVERSIBLE
OFFICE

45-55 ft

45ft

45-50 ft

Typical Building Depth
Ranges: Min Max

BUILDING DEPTH by OFFICE TYPE
This chart, summarizes the quantitative parameter information from the previous table in regards to ideal building depth for every office type.
Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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III. INFLUENTIAL
ENVIRONMENTS
At this point in the research it was important to
answer the question “What types of places have
proven to be the most intellectually nurturing
environments or ‘ecosystem’ historically?” In
order to find the answer to this question, however,
it was important to answer the question “Where
have innovative ideas been born historically?”
Once these questions had been answered, then
comparisons could be drawn to similar modern

day influential environments by answering the
question “What are the contemporary equivalents
to these historic locations of innovation?” This
began to relate and ground the previous research
findings in contemporary and relevant examples.
From here the research will become about
understanding “What makes these historic and
contemporary environments so conducive to
innovation?”

Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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ENVIRONMENTS

that host “ecosystems”
“Historically, the most creative places in the world, which I
might define as those places that have produced the most
number of significant original ideas, depend on discourse.
The Ancient Greek Agora; the 18th century teahouses
where the Enlightenment developed; or early 20th century
Paris cafés where modernism was born and grew up.
The School of Athens. 1511. MIT’s Building 20. The
sociologist Ray Oldenburg calls these spaces the “third
place,” environments separate from home or work where
people gather and, more importantly, collide. ”

PUBLIC

School of Athens (1511)
Greek agora

- Jonathan C. Molloy

The quote from Molloy highlights the ability
of these historic case studies to bring diverse
groups of individuals together in unique and
informally collaborative environments. While
Greek agoras and tea houses are great
examples of public locations for innovative
discourse, the example of MIT Building 20 is
more relatable to the project topic as it was an
office and laboratory on the campus of MIT.
What made it such a successful incubator of
innovation was its ability to bring together the
staffs of numerous departments on campus
under one roof as the overflow workspace on
campus. Also, the building’s temporary nature
allowed the staff to modify the building’s work
spaces whenever they felt it necessary, by simply
knocking down walls or cutting holes in ceilings.
This building’s unplanned ability to bring together
diverse departments of study within a completely
flexible architectural shell is what lead it to be one
of the most successful workplace ecosystems of
its time.
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PUBLIC

18th Century Tea House

PRIVATE

MIT Building 20

Contemporary examples
of public gathering spaces
similar to Greek agoras

PUBLIC
PARK

SHOPPING
CENTERS

COFFEE
SHOP

RESTAURANT
BAR

BUSINESS
INCUBATOR

GOOGLE
CAFE

Contemporary examples
of public indoor spaces
similar to tea houses

Contemporary examples
of private workplaces that
are flexible and accepting
of diverse department and
company types similar to
MIT Building 20
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Leisure and Retail
Leisure = hotels, public houses, restaurants,
cafes, fitness facilities
Retail = retail stores, shopping malls, shops, etc.

These public programs can
be identified as either leisure
commercial or retail commercial.
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FITNESS
CENTERS

PUBLIC
PARK

SHOPPING
CENTERS

COFFEE
SHOP

RESTAURANT
BAR

FLEXIBLE
Office Types

While large companies like Google can offer their employees extra work environment options like
the informal and extremely flexible cafes pictured below, and start-ups can operate out of shared
incubator office spaces, some small and medium-sized companies cannot gain access to either type of
environment. The design of the workplace ecosystem prototype looks to create a workplace that offers
these such companies the opportunity to work within a building that provides similar spaces and space
sharing strategies to that of business incubators and Google.

BUSINESS
INCUBATOR
for startups

Too large to share directly
with other companies but
too small too afford flexible
overflow and casual work
environments

?

LARGE
COMPANIES
CAFE

SMALL

COMPANIES

Flexible workspace
that is shared by
either multiple startups
or amongst the
multiple departments
of a large company

MEDIUM
COMPANIES
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“As Stephen Johnson puts it, “The collisions that happen when different fields of expertise converge in
shared physical space…that’s where the true sparks fly.” These places were truly creative because they
fostered generative interactions between people. Those interactions lead to what Jane Jacobs, the famous urban
theorist, called “knowledge spillovers” – those instances when ideas cross-fertilize. People are very good
at repurposing or recycling ideas, they just need to hear them. Why can’t architecture act as their hearing aids?” Jonathan C. Molloy

“casual collisions” between different fields...
....when converge in shared physical space...
...ideas cross-fertilized...
...Architecture play a role?

The point of this “third place,” then, is twofold: first, architects should consider it as a programmatic possibility
– a place solely for discourse; and second, architects should acknowledge the significance of interaction and
collision in the everyday. That is, spaces should promote this type of discourse comprehensively, as a
logic for the architecture itself.” - Jonathan C. Molloy

3RD Place as program - soley for discourse....
....Architecture should promote discourse of everyday
collisions comprehensively as logic for architecture itself
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“SYSTEM where HUNCHES COLLIDE and COMBINE
IDEAS FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS”
“SETTINGS ALLOWING FREE MOVEMENT OF IDEAS”

“WATER COOLER TALK = most important
part of work day”

“HUMAN FRICTION MAKES THE SPARKS”
research quotes relating to the need
for informal human interaction in the
workplace
Justin Langenfeld :: M.Arch Thesis
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Within
Architectural

COLLISIONS
DIVERSITY

Social
Elements

When summarized the information found in Where Good Ideas Come From, People Analytics, and
Imagine all speak of similar topics. The goal of the design thesis intended to take the information
gathered from these resources and to create, within an architectural prototype, an environment that
considers and attempts to influence the social behaviors of its users in such a way that collisions of
diverse individuals may occur on a frequent yet unplanned basis.
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SHOPPING
CENTERS

BUSINESS
INCUBATOR
for startups

RESTAURANT
BAR

PUBLIC

OFFICE SPACE
SMALL

COMPANIES

MEDIUM
COMPANIES

office workers

LEISURE/RETAIL
office workers
general public

PUBLIC
PUBLIC

PUBLIC
PARK

FITNESS
CENTERS

COFFEE
SHOP

As this table illustrates, the workplace ecosystem prototype will attempt to bring numerous types and scales of private companies together with modern
commercial retail and leisure programming with the goal of developing a mixed-use building system that contains the largest number of diverse backgrounds
as possible. With a such a diverse group of perspectives present in the same environment, an ecosystem that fosters company growth and success is
expected has increased chances of forming.
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Research Summary
Having conducted research on both historic
and contemporary examples of workplace
architecture, I was able to summarize my findings
in the table to the left. This table breaks ups my
findings in to two conceptual categories - those
that relate to creating a workplace ecosystem,
and those that I consider to be traditional
architectural concepts. The workplace ecosystem
concepts are all focused on the goal of creating
serendipitous social friction. It was discovered
through precedent research that the best way
to create such “casual collisions” is by creating
spaces that are flexible and fluid in relation to both
circulation and office space. The methods or tools
which I have identified for creating such conditions
and which will be explained in the next section
are incubator logic and office hoteling. When it
comes to creating an ideal workplace ecosystem,
however, some traditional architectural concepts
also must come into play. In order to create an
environment full of the diverse personalities and
perspectives essential for creating the most
potential for innovative social friction, a mixed-use
strategy should be employed within the workplace
ecosystem prototype. It will also be important
from a spatial perspective to create spaces shared
and adjustable spaces that reflect the concepts
of flexibility and fluidity. Finally, architectural
elements such as courtyard spaces, atria, and
open floor plans will be essential when creating
spaces for incubation and office hoteling.
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SERENDIPITOUS
SOCIAL FRICTION

UNIFIED
MIXED-USE

TIME-BASED
LOGICS

HOTELING

SPATIAL
CONCEPTS

SHARED
ADJUSTABLE
CONTINUOUS
COURTYARD
ATRIA
STAIRS/RAMPS
OPEN PLAN

TIME-BASED
ELEMENTS

INCUBATOR

PUBLIC LEISURE/RETAIL
OFFICE
RESIDENTIAL
HOTEL

SPATIAL
CONCEPTS

FLUIDITY

TIME-BASED
LOGICS

tools of
implementation

FLEXIBILITY

SPATIAL
CONCEPTS

concepts

SPATIAL
CONCEPTS

DIVERSITY

DESIGN
ELEMENTS

(CASUAL COLLISIONS)

PROGRAMMATIC
GOALS

traditional
ARCHITECTURAL
PROGRAMMATIC
GOALS

WORKPLACE
ECOSYSTEM
SOCIAL
GOALS

goals

SOCIAL
GOALS

CONCEPTS
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2

CONCEPTS

I. ARCHITECTURAL
CONCEPTS

The architectural concepts, as outlined at the end
of section one, are important to the formation of
the workplace ecosystem for many reasons. To
begin with, these concepts will help decide on
not only the additional programs needed within
the mixed-use office prototype, but they will also
help determine the organizational layout of the
architectural design as well as the hierarchy of
spaces. At this point in the research however, it

is simply important to identify the most potentially
influential architectural concepts for the sake of
the thesis project based on some of the precedent
studies analyzed in the initial research phase.
The idea is to break down these successful
workplace precedents and to begin to understand
what architectural elements allow them to create
successful workplace ecosystems.
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PUBLIC

FLUIDITY

OFFICE

connectivity
continuous
to street circulation
circulation

ARCHITECTURAL
ELEMENTS

ontinuous
rculation

continuous

connectivity 1

connectivity
connectivity
continuous
circulation

of office floors
to street circulation

atrium

continuous
onnectivity
of office floors
circulation

connectivity
courtyard

to street circulation

ARCHITECTURAL CONCEPTS
The seven architectural concepts that will be
analyzed in this section are arranged in a the
table above based on similarities to one another.

exibility
ibility
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incubator
incubator

connectivity 2

courtyard
atrium
connectivity
connectivity courtyard
connectivity
of office floors to street circulation

of office floors

flexibility
atrium
courty

courtyard

connectivity
atrium
of office floors

courtyard
flexibility

atrium
incubator

++
office
hoteling
office
hoteling

greenspace

green
space
green
space

mixed-use

mixed
use
mixed
use

flexibi
office
ho

CONTINUOUS
circulation

For some of the most innovative technology companies like Apple and
Facebook, there is great emphasis on keeping all employees within an
easy walk of one another - to be able to circulate continuously throughout
their offices’ workstations unobstructed. For Apple, this meant creating a
single massive building with continuous circular floor plates. The building’s
massive floor plates also make it possible to be only four floors, reducing the
distance all employees can be from one another. Facebook took a similar
route - one large open floor plan.

Future Apple Campus

Future Facebook Campus
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CONNECTIVITY
of office floors

GUND HALL
Harvard Graduate School of Design
The terraced floorplates or “trays” of the GSD’s
Gund Hall were created in the hopes of promoting
conversation and collaboration amongst the
design students that make it their home. The
stacked and offset nature of the studio trays
allow for direct lines of site up and down across
the whole building. Visual connections leads to
potential direct human interaction. Such a method
is a unique way to create a learning community of
“ecosystem” that supports and benefits all users
of the space.
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CONNECTIVITY
to street circulation
continuous
circulation

connectivity

to street circulation

connectivity
of office floors

courtyard

Eyebeam

The Incubator Matrix, Detriot

Proposal for Media Campus, Berlin

The dynamic Eyebeam building concept utilizes a gestural
ribbon that visually connects all the floors of the building to
one another and to the street. It is more than just a visual
gesture as ramps and staircases are placed along the
slopping ribbon, physically connecting all floors to the street.

A central ramping red circulation ribbon transverses two
office towers. The ribbon peals up from the street, inviting
the public into the space which is also populated with retail
businesses and services. This creates a connection office
space to the public and the diversity of the street condition.

This proposal used a spiraling exterior staircase/platform
element to connect all levels of the building to exterior
spaces as well as to create a sense of public connection
to the building. These connections would allow this design
to foster an ecosystem that welcomes those of diverse
backgrounds.
45
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Diller+Scofidio

H Architecture

BIG

ATRIA
Atria are large open locations in any building type
that promote the gathering of individuals from all
throughout a building as well from its exterior.
Clive Wilkinson design firm utilized the atria as
both a means of visually and physically connecting
the floor plates of office buildings. In Ropermaker
Place the central atrium is bridge by red staircases
that connect floor plates. In Macquire bank,
visual connections between meeting rooms in
emphasized. At Pixar, the studio’s central atrium
contains the only bathrooms in the building, forcing
people to cross paths with those of all departments.
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Ropemaker Place, London

Pixar Campus

Macquire Bank, Sydney

COURTYARD

Courtyards show similar importance to atria in
creating social ecosystems as they are large
outdoor spaces with a sense of enclosure which
leads the creation of a sense of place. If atria are
where people gather inside of a building, then the
courtyard is where both building users and the
general public may gather to interact both formally
and informally. The new Apple campus has a
massive courtyard which encircles a large park
for employees to work and relax within. Google’s
campus has a well known central courtyard, often
seen filled with multicolored shading umbrellas.
It is here that employees take lunch break, work
on projects when weather permits, or simply to
relax. Large gathering spaces allow for large
numbers of people to interact simultaneously.
When creating a favorable work ecosystem, their
importance cannot be overstated.

Samsung America Headquarters

Google Courtyard

Future Apple Campus

Google Campus
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GREEN
SPACE
Green space, like courtyards, are exterior spaces
where people naturally gather. Gardens and
natural landscapes are great places to think and
get inspired or to simply take a break from the rigors
of the day. All three mega companies, Google,
Facebook, and Apple, include green spaces within
their campuses. Whether it be within courtyards,
sprawling grounds surrounding the buildings
or on the roof, these innovative companies are
acknowledging the importance of this element
within their ideal workplace environments.
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Seattle Sculpture Garden

Future Google Campus

Future Facebook Campus

Future Apple Campus

MIXED-USE
Mixed use programming is not an unfamiliar
concept in the business districts of downtown
urban conditions. However, mixed use projects
that mix office with leisure/retail and housing in
the suburbs is quite rare. What is unique about
this proposal for both urban, suburban, and
fringe conditions is how it purposefully mixes the
programs of the project in order to share proximity
to essential elements like stair and elevator cores,
bathrooms, etc. These shared elements cause
diverse members of this mixed use ecosystem
to interact and benefit from the presence of the
others. Leisure and retail programs such as
grocery stores, restaurants, and fitness centers.

Eight House

Railyard

Urban Downtown
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II. WORKPLACE
CONCEPTS
The workplace concepts discussed in this section
are systems to be used within the design thesis
workplace ecosystem prototype that create rules
for subdividing space into shareable units for the
use of all companies present within the office
prototype. Office hoteling is an existing system
that allows large companies with very mobile
workforces to provide space for only the number
of employees that are typically present in the
office at any given time, instead of for the total
number of employees. The system of incubator
logic allows multiple startup companies to share
office meeting and collaborative space as well as
costs for utilities and internet while also sharing
ideas, connections, and mentorship. The concept
proposed by this thesis is a combination of these
two concepts within a developer model office
work environment. Small and medium sized
businesses essentially become like startups
in this “community office hoteling” proposal.

They will lease their own individual office space
within floors or sections of floors within a larger
developer-owned building. However, they will
also have accessed to shared meeting a breakout
spaces at the center of the developer owned
building when needed. These spaces will be
rented or even absorbed by individual companies
when needed via a“hoteling” system regulated by
the building owner. Essentially, companies rent
space within a building in a traditional sense, but
then have the opportunity to reserve hotelable
space when needed much like would happen in
a typical business incubator. The hoteled space
they may rent can be of the private cellular office
nature, or of the open plan and collaborative
nature. What would happen within the open plan
hoteled spaces is a mixture of different business
employees working amongst one another, rubbing
elbows and sharing ideas.

Justin
Justin
Langenfeld
Langenfeld
:: M.Arch
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Thesis
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WORKPLACE CONCEPTS
The two workplace concepts that will be analyzed
in this section are connected to one another by
their inherent nature to create flexibility within the
building environment.

flexibility

+
incubator

hoteling
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INCUBATOR
Programs designed for entrepreneurial startup
businesses that lease office space generally at
a subsidized rate and provide office equipment,
internet access, expert staff members as
mentors, and a generally open and collaborative
environment - like a “one room schoolhouse”
full of diverse companies, personalities, and
perspectives. Peers learning from peers with the
help of experienced business experts.
STARTUP

STARTUP

STARTUP

STARTUP

STARTUP

STARTUP

BUSINESS INCUBATOR

TYPES

Length

Classic

3-5 years

Accelerator

3 months

University

3-8 months

Niche

3-5 years

Programs designed for entreprenuerial startup businesses that lease office
space generally at a subsidized rate and provide office equiptment, internet
access, expert staff members as mentors, and a generally open and

collaborative environment - like a “one room schoolhouse” full of
diverse companies, personalities, and perspectives. Peers learning from
peers with the help of experienced business experts.
STARTUP
54

INCUBATOR

INCUBATOR

This is an example of a business incubator
found in Des Moines, Iowa called Startup City
Des Moines. The orange space represents the
area that is part of the incubator. All of the blue
shades of desk represent that spaces that can be
leased by memebrs of the business incubator for
personal company workstations. The red desks
and meeting rooms represent areas that can be
reserved for short periods of time for meetings
and conferences.

Et quatur,

Et quatur,

Et quatur,
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TYPICAL
OFFICE FLOOR TYPES

Multiple companies of varying sizes within building/floor
with their own meeting rooms (red)
56

Single company within building/floor with red meeting
rooms and breakout spaces

[office]
HOTELING

+

Hoteling is reservation-based unassigned
seating in an office environment.
Technology allows employees to work
anywhere. A company may have 100
employees, but perhaps only 60% present any
one given day work in the office.
A company might only provide office space for
60 employees, and space must be reserved by
the employees on a daily basis.

Single company within building/floor with red desks
representing meeting rooms and workstations that must
be reserved on a daily basis.
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Community
[office]
HOTELING
This concept would allow smaller
companies that can only afford to
lease minimal amounts of office space
the opportunity to expand their office
space in times of increased work, and
then shrink down to their originally
leased square footage when business
is slower. Small and medium-sized
business will have the advantages of a
larger hotelable corporate office space
through the use of modified incubator
logic.
Companies only pay for additional
space when needed.
It also will cause employees of different
companies to intermingle within office
hoteling areas.
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hoteling

+

incubator

HOURLY HOTELING

+

+

Companies may need more breakout or meeting space than they have within their office. If
their were hotelable meeting rooms in public area of the building, then they could simply rent
meeting rooms by the hour.

DAILY or WEEKLY HOTELING

A company may have a big project deadline that requires more than the usual staff present at
the same time to finish.
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Community
[office]
HOTELING

PUBLIC

FLUIDITY

OFFICE

continuous
circulation

These concepts are all important when it comes
to the creation of an architectural workplace that
can accommodate “community office hoteling.”
However, because hoteling will be located within
continuous
continuous
connectivity
connectivity
the atrium
of the prototype across
connected
to street circulation
of office floors
circulation
circulation
floor plates, connectivity of floor plates and
the atrium concepts will prove to be the most
significant in its architectural manifestation.
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courtyard
courtyard

atrium
atrium

flexibility
flexibility

continuous

connectivity
continuous
to street circulation
circulation

ARCHITECTURAL
ELEMENTS

architecture +
workplace concepts

connectivity 1

connectivity
connectivity
continuous
circulation

of office floors
to street circulation

to street circulation

courtyard
atrium
connectivity
connectivity courtyard
connectivity
of office floors to street circulation

flexibility
atrium
courtya

of office floors

+
atrium

connectivity
courtyard

connectivity 2

courtyard

connectivity
atrium
of office floors

courtyard
flexibility

PROGRAM

atrium
incubator

flexibilit
office
ho

++
incubator
incubator

office
hoteling
office
hoteling

greenspace

green
space
green
space

mixed-use

mixed
use
mixed
use

ctivity
vity

floors
ors

INCUBATOR
PUBLIC

FLUIDITY

OFFICE

These concepts are all important when it comes
to the creation of an architectural workplace that
can accommodate incubator logic. However,
because incubator space will be located within
continuous
continuous
connectivity
the atrium of the prototype
across connectedconnectivity
to street circulation
of office floors
circulation
circulation
floor plates, connectivity of floor plates and
the atrium concepts will prove to be the most
significant in its architectural manifestation.

courtyard
courtyard

atrium
atrium

flexibility
flexibility

continuous

connectivity
continuous
to street circulation
circulation

ARCHITECTURAL
ELEMENTS

architecture +
continuous
workplace concepts circulation

connectivity 1

connectivity
connectivity
continuous
circulation

of office floors
to street circulation

atrium

connectivity
courtyard

to street circulation

connectivity 2

courtyard
atrium
connectivity
connectivity courtyard
connectivity
of office floors to street circulation

courtyard

connectivity
atrium
of office floors

courtyard
flexibility

of office floors

flexibility
atrium
cour

PROGRAM

atrium
incubator

flexi
office

++
incubator
incubator

office
hoteling
office
hoteling

greenspace

green
space
green
space

mixed-use

mixed
use
mixed
use
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3

PROPOSAL
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I. DESIGNING
with ARCHITECTURAL
CONCEPTS
Having used research and analysis to identify
and develop a list of architectural and workplace
concepts to be utilized in the creation of a
architectural workplace prototype that looks to
create an ecosystem of shared and collaborative
behaviors amongst numerous companies and
company types, it is important first to identify
a site and a building massing the relates to the
site in a significant way. The site for this version
of the workplace prototype is located in Omaha,
Nebraska at the location of the old Civic Auditorium.
The thesis project is based on identifying a system
of concepts (7 architectural and 2 workplace) that
can be utilized when designing any workplace
at any site in any city. However, for the sake of
testing out the system developed, a specific site-

based design must be created that allows the
concepts to respond to specific site conditions.
That being said, the site that will be tested in
Omaha is a large four block area that will allow
for a low-rise office and mixed-use complex to
develop that avoids the issues of separation that
occur in the numerous floors of the typical highrise urban development. Having identified the
characteristics of the site, the seven architectural
concepts will be used as tools to begin carving out
an architectural form and floor plan organization
that achieves all of the positive qualities of the
precedents studied throughout the semester. It is
also important that the two workplace concepts be
considered when developing the building floor and
floor plan concepts.
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MASSING

+

+
OFFICE CORE
figure 8

64

+

MIXED USE CORNERS
courtyards spaces

=

CONNECTED ECOSYSTEM
shared circulation/spaces

vity

ation

incubator

Concepts
within
MASSING
+
connectivity

courtyard

of office floors

atrium

flexibility

incubator

office hoteling

green space

mixed use

+

+

continuous
circulation

office hoteling

connectivity

to street circulation

green space

connectivity
of office floors

continuous
mixed use
circulation

connectivity

to street circulation

courtyard

atrium

flexibility

incubator

office hoteling

green space

mixed use

+
connectivity
of office floors

courtyard
continuous
circulation

atrium
connectivity

to street circulation

flexibility

continuous
circulation
connectivity
of office floors

incubator
office hoteling
connectivity
connectivity
to street circulation

courtyard

of office floors

atrium

green space
courtyard
flexibility

+
continuous
circulation

connectivity

to street circulation

PERSPECTIVE

connectivity
of office floors

courtyard

atrium

flexibility

incubator

office hoteling

green space

mixed use
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ATRIA

ENCLOSED
inward thought

OPEN
inward and outward

2x OPEN
inward and outward
2x connections

ENCLOSED
isolation

OPEN
connected

2x OPEN
2x connections

COURTYARD

66

ATRIUM +
COURTYARD

+
CONNECTED ECOSYSTEM
interior private office
exterior public courtyard
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SITE connections

68

SITE connections

Creighton Univesity

Events District

Joslyn/Central

Central
Business
District

Old
Market
District

Conagra
Riverfront
Campus
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FOOTPRINT

Thesis Prototype
Omaha, NE

66%
33%

854,944 sf total
303,356 sf traditional office
153,935 sf office hotel/circulation
132,949 sf retail
144,038 sf hotel
120,666 sf residential

Facebook

Googleplex

Pentagon

Apple 2

1,000,000 sf

2,000,000 sf

6,500,000 sf
3,700,000 sf office

2,800,000 sf

Menlo Park, CA

Mountain View, CA

Washington, DC

Mountain View, CA
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SITE connections

72
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OFFICE CORE

MIXED-USE

g

Mixed usegreen
programming
is not an unfamiliar concept
in theuse
business districts of downtown urban conditions.
space
mixed
However, mixed use projects that mix office with leisure/retail and housing in the suburbs is quite rare. What
is unique about this proposal for both urban, suburban, and fringe conditions is how it purposefully mixes
the programs of the project in order to share proximity to essential elements like stair and elevator cores,
bathrooms, etc. These shared elements cause diverse members of this mixed use ecosystem to interact and
benefit from the presence of the others. Leisure and retail programs such as grocery stores, restaurants, and
fitness centers that are likely to be utilized by both office workers and residents/hotel guests are placed in or
near the connecting spaces of the building development.

points of connection via
shared circulation

traditional office
leisure / retail
hotel / residential
74

parking garage

MIXED USE CORNERS

EXPLODED PROGRAM

points of connection via
shared circulation
roof pool

fitness center

convenient store

parking garage
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PLANS with program
leisure / retail
hotel / residential
traditional office
hotel-able office
green roof
UP

UP

DN

UP

DN

UP

DN

DN

UP

DN UP
DN

1
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Detail NEW- Level 1
1/32" = 1'-0"

first floor

1

Level 2
1/32" = 1'-0"

second floor

UP
DN

UP
DN

UP
DN

DN

UP

UP

DN

UP

DN

DN

DN

DN

DN

UP
UP

DN

DN UP

1

Level 3
1/32" = 1'-0"

third floor

1

Level 4
1/32" = 1'-0"

fourth floor

1

Level 5
1/32" = 1'-0"

fifth floor
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GREEN
+
SPACE
office hoteling

green space

mixed use

Continuous Roof Circulation
connecting north and south side of site
78

6. Pool/Exterior Fitness Area
7. Sculpture Garden
8. Playground
9. Restaurant Patio
10. Viewing Platform
7

8

9

6

5

1

10
2

4

3

Activating the Green Roof
various outdoor programs would attract diverse users

1. Rooftop Cafe
2. Outdoor Lounge
3. Exterior Workstations
4. Exterior Conference Rooms
5. Community Garden
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Points of Roof Access
This diagram shows the various points of access
from the street level to the green roof and
associated public programs. The public can
enter from the north building ramp (purple), the
southeast and southwest corners (red) and the
shared courtyard atrium (orange).

CONNECTIVITY
to street circulation
continuous
circulation

80

connectivity

to street circulation

connectivity
of office floors

courtyard

atrium

Points of Collision

Points of Union

This diagram shows the two points where all office
employees can access the roof. It also highlights
the areas that office employees may directly
collide with public visitors to the roof, whether it
be those using the shared courtyard atrium, or the
southeast and southwest access points.

This diagram shows how all user groups accessing
the green roof program will eventually come
together at a single point on the green roof. This
point is the area of the roof where the most casual
collisions are designed and projected to occur.
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CONNECTIVITY
to street circulation
continuous
DIRECT PUBLIC ACCESS circulation

connectivity

to street circulation

connectivity

courtyard

of office floors

atrium

from the building exterior

UP

This diagram highlights the areas of each
building level that have direct access from the
exterior of the building. These areas could be
very benefical for certain companies that wish
to have an office which is more accessible
and connected to the public.

UP

DN

UP

DN

UP

DN

DN

UP

DN UP
DN

1
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Detail NEW- Level 1
1/32" = 1'-0"

first floor

1

Level 2
1/32" = 1'-0"

second floor

UP

DN

UP
DN

UP
DN

UP
DN

DN

UP

UP

DN

UP

DN

DN

DN

DN

DN

UP
UP

DN

DN UP

1

Level 3
1/32" = 1'-0"

third floor

1

Level 4
1/32" = 1'-0"

fourth floor

1

Level 5
1/32" = 1'-0"

fifth floor
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CONTINUOUS
circulation

continuous
circulation

connectivity

connectivity

to street circulation

courtyard

of office floors

UP
DN

UP

MEN

WOMEN

UP

UP

DN

UP

DN

UP
DN

DN

UP

DN

UP

MAIN
ENTRANCE
LOBBY
DN

WOMEN
DN UP

UP

DN UP
DN

MEN

FIGURE 8
continuous circulation loop
connecting all office space on each on floor
84

1

CENTRAL CORE
bathrooms and main stair/elevator core with
access to main first floor entrance lobby

Level 2
1/32" = 1'-0"

CONNECTIVITY
of office floors
continuous
circulation

connectivity

to street circulation

connectivity
of office floors

courtyard

atrium

flexibilit

DIRECT LINES OF
SIGHT
CONNECTING STAIRS
BETWEEN OFFICE
SHELVES
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CONNECTIVITY
to street circulation

s

connectivity

to street circulation

86

connectivity
of office floors

courtyard

atrium

flexibility

GREEN SPACE

green space

mixed use
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CONNECTIVITY
connectivity
of office floors
to office
floors

ity

tion

CONNECTIVITY
continuous
to office
floors
circulation
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courtyard

connectivity

to street circulation

atrium

flexibility

connectivity

courtyard

of office floors

incubator

atrium

ATRIUM +
COURTYARD

+
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II. DESIGNING
with WORKPLACE CONCEPTS

Now that a general building form and floor plan
organization have been developed with the use of
the seven architectural concepts and significant
site context as constraints, it is within this section
of the project that the detailed development of the
building floor plans is explained in relation to the
workplace concepts of incubation and community
office hoteling. Once again, these concepts
center around sharing common circulation and

hotelable space located within a central atrium.
All companies within the building will have direct
access to the atrium and the shared work and
circulation space within it. The concepts of
flexible and adjustable space created by the use
of temporary wall panel systems are illustrated
through numerous diagrams and scenario-based
illustrations.
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HOTELING
PLANS
This series of diagrams shows how the hotelable space
at the center of every floor plate can be absorbed by the
surrounding companies in different hoteling scenarios.
Whether a company simply needs to utilize a few additional
meeting rooms for the day/week, or perhaps and entire shelf
of the hotelable floorplate for a month of heavy work, these
floorplates can accommodate such scenarios with the use
of temporary wall systems that can be removed or put back
in place as needed.

+

UP
DN

UP

UP

DN

DN

DN

UP

DN

DN UP
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UP
DN

UP
DN

UP

UP

UP

UP

DN

DN

DN

DN

DN

DN

UP

UP

DN

DN

DN UP

DN UP
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HOTELING

Level 3

HOTELING
Level 3
scenario 1

+

UP
DN

This series of diagrams shows how the hotelable space at the center of every floor plate can be
absorbed by the surrounding companies in different hoteling scenarios. Whether a company simply
needs to utilize a few additional meeting rooms for the day/week, or perhaps and entire shelf of the
hotelable floorplate for a month of heavy work, these floorplates can accommodate such scenarios with
the use of temporary wall systems that can be removed or put back in place as needed.
UP

UP

DN

DN

Private hotel-able meeting rooms along the edge of
the atrium space can be reserved hourly for
meetings, by any company within the building.
Moveable panel systems allow these private meeting
spaces to grow for large conference meetings or
shrink for small breakout sessions.

+
office hoteling

UP

Scenario Context
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The continuous figure 8ing office
circulation loop passes through the
edge of this hotelable space. The
more traffic, the more casual collisions.
continuous
circulation

The large open atrium allows for
companies on all levels the
opportunity to establish visual
connections with others

atrium

HOTELING
Level 3
scenario 2

HOTELING
Level 3
scenario 3

UP
DN

UP
DN

UP

UP

UP

UP

DN

DN

DN

When necessary, the private hotel-able meeting
rooms can be absorbed by connecting office units.
Wall panels separating the hotelable spaces can be
removed allowing for space reserved by companies
that anticipate long periods of additional work to open
up into their permanent office floorplans.

DN

The hotel-able floorplates display ulitmate flexibility in
that when a company must drastically increase in size
but only for a short amount of time, not only can the
hotel-able meeting rooms be absorbed, but the glass
DN panel meeting room walls may too also come down,
allowing for companies to spill out into the shelf space.

+
office hoteling

+
office hoteling

UP

UP
The continuous figure-eight-ing office
circulation loop passes through the
edge of this hotelable space. The
more traffic, the more casual collisions.
continuous
circulation

The large open atrium allows for
companies on all levels the
opportunity to establish visual
connections with others

atrium

The continuous figure-eight-ing office
circulation loop passes through the
edge of this hotelable space. The
more traffic, the more casual collisions.
continuous
circulation

The large open atrium allows for
companies on all levels the
opportunity to establish visual
connections with others

atrium
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Private hotel-able meeting rooms along the edge of
the atrium space can be reserved hourly for
meetings, by any company within the building.
Moveable panel systems allow these private meeting
spaces to grow for large conference meetings or
shrink for small breakout sessions.

The continuous figure 8ing office
circulation loop passes through the
edge of this hotelable space. The
more traffic, the more casual collisions.

+
office hoteling

The large open atrium allows for
companies on all levels the
opportunity to establish visual
connections with others

continuous
circulation

atrium

UP
DN

+
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HOTELING
scenario 1

UP

UP

DN

DN

When necessary, the private hotel-able meeting
rooms can be absorbed by connecting office units.
Wall panels separating the hotelable spaces can be
removed allowing for space reserved by companies
that anticipate long periods of additional work to open
up into their permanent office floorplans.

The continuous figure-eight-ing office
circulation loop passes through the
edge of this hotelable space. The
more traffic, the more casual collisions.

+
office hoteling

The large open atrium allows for
companies on all levels the
opportunity to establish visual
connections with others

continuous
circulation

atrium

UP
DN

+
HOTELING
scenario 2

UP

UP

DN

DN

The hotel-able floorplates display ulitmate flexibility in
that when a company must drastically increase in size
but only for a short amount of time, not only can the
hotel-able meeting rooms be absorbed, but the glass
panel meeting room walls may too also come down,
allowing for companies to spill out into the shelf space.

The continuous figure-eight-ing office
circulation loop passes through the
edge of this hotelable space. The
more traffic, the more casual collisions.

+
office hoteling

The large open atrium allows for
companies on all levels the
opportunity to establish visual
connections with others

continuous
circulation

atrium

UP
DN

+
HOTELING
scenario 3

UP

UP

DN

DN

INCUBATOR
PLANS

Level 1

UP

UP

DN

1

Detail NEW- Level 1
1/32" = 1'-0"

UP

DN

UP

DN

Level 2

UP
DN

UP

DN UP
DN

The three floor plans to the right show, in orange,
which spaces within the hotelable square footages
are most conducive to business incubator
logic do to their large open nature and ability to
accommodate the largest number of different
companies within close proximity to one another

UP

UP

DN

1

DN

Level 2
1/32" = 1'-0"

Level 3

DN

UP

DN

DN UP
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UP
DN

UP

UP

DN

DN

DN

UP

DIVERSITY and FLEXIBILITY
DN

This diagram is intended to show one potential
occupancy scenario in order to display the
flexibility of the floor plans and their ability to
accept a diverse range of company types and
sizes.
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INCUBATOR

INCUBATOR
Level 2
scenario 1

Level 2

UP

The space that is suggested for business incubators as well as temporary coworking is a part of the
hotel-able space within the office prototype. However, because these spaces are designed to be
“hoteled” for shorter periods of time than a typical office lease would require, it works just as well for
business incubator members that typically only participate for 3 months to a year. The recommened
incubator locations are in the open plan shelves because they allow for the most interaction amongst
small startup companies.
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The atrium shelves at the corners of
the atria spaces are ideal for business
incubators consisting of startups
because open collaboration is

The continuous figure-eighting office
circulation loop passes through the
edge of this hotelable space. The
more traffic, the more casual collisions.
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The staircase that the
perspective view is taken from
connects all hoteling trays to one
another for kick trips to all levels.
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The large open atrium allows for
companies on all levels the
opportunity to establish visual
connections with others

atrium
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The atrium shelves at the corners of
the atria spaces are ideal for business
incubators conisting of startups
because open collabration is possible.
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The atrium shelves at the corners of
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The atrium shelves at the corners of
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INCUBATOR
scenario 1
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SUMMARY
THESIS QUESTION

Can an architectural workplace protoype offer companies that are too large to work within
traditional business incubators and too small to afford their own office campuses, the same
opportunities to share flexible space, grow, and support one another?

CLAIM

A “workplace ecosystem” can be formed by an architectural prototype that brings together diverse
company types and perspectives in one office location and provides them with a flexible system to
share workspaces, costs, ideas, and experiences for the benefit and success of the whole business
community.
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